Abstract-JavaScript is a popular language for developing web applications and is increasingly used for both client-side and server-side application logic. The JavaScript runtime is inherently event-driven and callbacks are a key language feature. Unfortunately, callbacks induce a non-linear control flow and can be deferred to execute asynchronously, declared anonymously, and may be nested to arbitrary levels. All of these features make callbacks difficult to understand and maintain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Callbacks, or higher-order functions, are available in many programming languages, for instance, as function-valued arguments (e.g., Python), function pointers (e.g., C++), and lambda expressions (e.g., Lisp). In this paper we study JavaScript callbacks since JavaScript is the dominant language for building web applications. For example, a recent survey of more than 26K developers conducted by Stack Overflow found that JavaScript is the most-used programming language [31] . The callback language feature in JavaScript is an important factor to its success. For instance, JavaScript callbacks are used to responsively handle events on the client-side by executing functions asynchronously. And, in Node.js 1 , a popular JavaScript-based framework, callbacks are used on the serverside to service multiple concurrent client requests.
Although callbacks are a key JavaScript feature, they have not received much attention in the research community. We think that this is a critical omission as the usage of callbacks is an important factor in developer comprehension and maintenance of JavaScript code.
Listing 1 illustrates three common challenges with callbacks. First, the three callbacks in this example (on lines 2, 3, and 5) are anonymous. This makes the callbacks difficult to reuse and to understand as they are not descriptive. Second, the callbacks in the example are nested to three levels, making it challenging to reason about the flow of control in the code. Finally, in line 5 there is a call to conn.query, which invokes the second callback parameter asynchronously. That is, the execution of the inner-most anonymous function (lines 6-7) is deferred until some later time. As a result, most of the complexity in this small example rests on extensive use of callbacks; in particular, the use of anonymous, nested, and asynchronous callbacks.
Though the issues outlined above have not been studied in detail, they are well-known to developers. Searching for "callback hell" on the web brings up many articles with best practices on callback usage in JavaScript. For example, a prominent problem with asynchronous callbacks in JavaScript is error-handling. The built-in try/catch mechanism does not work with asynchronous callbacks. In response, the JavaScript developer community has, over time, arrived at a best practice known as "error-first protocol". The intent is to reserve the first argument in a callback for communicating errors. However, as this is a best practice and adhering to this protocol is optional, it is not clear to what extent developers use it in practice.
In this paper, we report on an empirical study to characterize JavaScript callback usage across 138 large JavaScript projects. These include 86 Node.js modules from the NPM public package registry used in server-side code and 62 subject systems from a broad spectrum of categories, such as JavaScript MVC frameworks, games, and data visualization libraries. Analyzing JavaScript code statically to identify callbacks and to characterize their properties for such a study presents a number of challenges. For example, JavaScript is a loosely typed language and its functions are variadic, i.e., they accept a variable number of arguments. We developed new JavaScript analysis techniques, building on prior techniques and tools, to identify callbacks and to measure their various features.
The focus of our study is on gaining an understanding of callback usage in practice. We study questions such as, how often are callbacks used, how deep are callbacks nested, are anonymous callbacks more common than named callbacks, are callbacks used differently on the client-side as compared to the server-side, and so on. Finally we measure the extent to which developers rely on the "error-first protocol" best practice, and the adoption of two recent proposals to mitigate callbackrelated challenges, the Async.js library [21] and Promises [6] , a new JavaScript language feature.
The results of our study show that (1) callbacks are passed as arguments more than twice as often in server-side code than in client-side code, i.e., 24% of all server-side call-sites use a callback in server-side code, while only 9% use a callback in client-side code; (2) anonymous callbacks are used in 42% of all callback-accepting function call-sites; (3) there is extensive callback nesting, namely, most callbacks nest 2 levels, and some nest as deep as 8 levels, and (4) there is an extensive use of asynchrony associated with callbacks -75% of all client-side callbacks were used in conjunction with built-in asynchronous JavaScript APIs.
These results indicate that existing JavaScript analyses and tools [23] , [19] often make simplifying assumptions about JavaScript callbacks that might not be true in practice. For example, some of them ignore anonymous callbacks, asynchrony, and callback nesting altogether. Our work stresses the importance of empirically validating assumptions made in the designs of JavaScript analysis tools.
We believe that our characterization of the real-world use of callbacks in different types of JavaScript programs will be useful to tool builders who employ static and dynamic analyses (e.g., which language corner-cases to analyze). Our results will also make language designers more aware of how developers use callback-related language features in practice.
Next, we overview the key features of JavaScript necessary to understand our work.
II. CALLBACKS IN JAVASCRIPT
A callback is a function that is passed as an argument to another function, which is expected to invoke it either immediately or at some point in the future. Callbacks can be seen as a form of the continuation-passing style (CPS) [32] , in which control is passed explicitly in the form of a continuation; in this case the callback passed as an argument represents a continuation.
Synchronous and asynchronous callbacks. There are two types of callbacks. A callback passed to a function f can be invoked synchronously before f returns, or it can be deferred to execute asynchronously some time after f returns.
JavaScript uses an event-driven model with a single thread of execution. Programming with callbacks is especially useful when a caller does not want to wait until the callee completes. To this end, the desired non-blocking operation is scheduled as a callback and the main thread continues its synchronous execution. When the operation completes, a message is enqueued into a task queue along with the provided callback. The event loop in JavaScript prioritizes the single thread to execute the call stack first; when the stack is empty, the event loop dequeues a message from the task queue and executes the corresponding callback function. Figure 1 illustrates the event loop model of JavaScript for a non-blocking HTTP get call with a callback named cb. Named and anonymous callbacks. JavaScript callbacks can be named functions or anonymous functions (e.g., lines 2, 3, or 5 of Listing 1). Each approach has its tradeoffs. Named callbacks can be reused and are easily identified in stack traces or breakpoints during debugging activities. However naming causes the callback function to persist in memory and prevents it from being garbage collected. On the other hand, anonymous callbacks are more resource-friendly because they are marked for garbage collection immediately after being executed. However, anonymous callbacks are not reusable and may be difficult to maintain, test, or debug. Nested callbacks. Developers often need to combine several callback-accepting functions together to achieve a certain task. For example, two callbacks have to be nested if the result of the first callback needs to be passed into the second callback in a non-blocking way (see lines 2-8 in Listing 3). This structure becomes more complex when the callbacks need to be conditionally nested. Control-flow composition with nested callbacks increases the complexity of the code. The term 'callback hell' [26] has been coined by developers to voice their common frustration with this complexity. Error-first callbacks. In synchronous JavaScript code the throw keyword can be used to signal an error and try/catch can be used to handle the error. When there is asynchrony, however, it may not be possible to handle an error in the context it is thrown. Instead, the error must be propagated asynchronously to an error handler in a different context. Callbacks are the basic mechanism for delivering errors asynchronously in JavaScript. Because there is no explicit language support for asynchronous error signaling, the developer community has proposed a convention -dedicate the first argument in the callback to be a permanent place-holder for error signaling.
More exactly, the error-first callback protocol specifies that during a callback invocation, either the first error argument is non-null (indicating an error), or the error argument is null and the other arguments contain data (indicating success), but not both [1] . Listing 2 shows an example of this protocol. If an error occurs while reading the file (Line 4), the anonymous function will be called with error as the first argument. For this error to be handled, it will be propagated by passing it as the first argument of the callback (in line 5). The error can then be handled at a more appropriate location (lines [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] The error-first callback protocol is intended to simplify exception handling for developers; if there is an error, it will always propagate as the first argument through the API, and API clients can always check the first argument for errors. But, there is no automatic checking of the error-first protocol in JavaScript. It is therefore unclear how frequently developers adhere to this protocol in practice.
Handling callbacks. A quick search in the NPM repository 2 reveals that there are over 4,500 modules to help developers with asynchronous JavaScript programming. Two solutions that are gaining traction in helping developers handle callbacks are libraries, such as Async.js [21] and new language features such as Promises [6] . We now briefly detail these two approaches.
The Async.js library exposes an API to help developers manage callbacks. For example, Listing 3 shows how nested callbacks in vanilla JavaScript (lines 1-8) can be expressed using the waterfall method available in Async.js (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) 
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. then ( promptUserForTwitterHandle ) 23 . then ( twitter . getTweetsFor ) 24 . then (ui. show ); Listing 3. Rewriting nested callbacks using Async.js or Promises.
Promises are a JavaScript language extension. A Promisebased function takes some input and returns a promise object representing the result of an asynchronous operation. A promise object can be queried by the developer to answer questions like "were there any errors while executing the async call?" or "has the data from the async call arrived yet?" A promise object, once fulfilled, can notify any function that depends on its data. Listing 3 illustrates how nested callbacks in vanilla JavaScript (lines 1-8) can be re-expressed using Promises (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) .
Next, we describe the methodology underlying our study of JavaScript callbacks.
III. METHODOLOGY
To characterize callback usage in JavaScript applications, we focus on the following three research questions.
RQ1: How prevalent are callbacks? RQ2: How are callbacks programmed and used? RQ3: Do developers use external APIs to handle callbacks?
Our analyses are open source [4] and all of our empirical data is available for download [5] .
A. Subject Systems
We study 138 popular open source JavaScript subject systems from six distinct categories: NPM modules (86), web applications (16), game engines (16), client-side frameworks (8) , visualization libraries (6) , and games (6) . NPM modules are used only on the server-side. Client-side frameworks, visualization libraries, and games include only client-side code. Web applications and game engines include both clientside and server-side code. Table I presents these categories, whether or not the category includes client-side and serverside application code, and the aggregate number of JavaScript files and lines of JavaScript code that we analyze for each applications category. The 86 NPM modules we study are the most dependedon modules in the NPM repository [3] . The other subject systems were selected from GitHub Showcases [2] , where popular and trending open source repositories are organized around different topics. The subject systems we consider are JavaScript-only systems. Those systems that contain serverside components are written in Node.js 3 , a popular server-side JavaScript framework. Overall, we study callbacks in over 5 million lines of JavaScript code.
B. Analysis
To address the three research questions, we have developed a static analyzer to search for different patterns of callbacks in JavaScript code 4 .
Our static analyzer builds on prior JavaScript analysis tools, such as Esprima [15] to parse and build an AST, Estraverse [33] to traverse the AST, and TernJS [14] , a type inference technique by Hackett and Guo [13] , to query for function type arguments. We also developed a custom set of analyses to identify callbacks and to measure their various properties of interest.
Duplicate code is an issue for any source code analysis tool that measures the prevalence of some language feature. Our analysis maintains a set of dependencies for a subject system and guarantees that each dependency is analyzed exactly once. To resolve dependencies expressed with the require keyword, we use TernJS and its Node plugin.
In the rest of this section we detail our analysis for each of the three research questions.
Prevalence of callbacks (RQ1).
To investigate the prevalence of callbacks in JavaScript code we consider all function definitions and function callsites in each subject system. For each subject, we compute (1) the percentage of function definitions that accept callbacks as arguments, and (2) the percentage of function callsites that accept callbacks as arguments.
We say that f is a callback-accepting function if we find that at least one argument to f is used as a callback.
To determine whether a parameter p of a function f definition is a callback argument, we use a three-step process: (1) if p is invoked as a function in the body of f then p is a callback; (2) if p is passed to a known callback-accepting function (e.g., setTimeout) then p is a callback; (3) if p is used as an argument to an unknown function f , then recursively check if p is a callback parameter in f .
Note that for f to be a callback-accepting function, it is insufficient to find an invocation of f with a function argument p. To be a callback-accepting function, the argument p must be invoked inside f , or p must be passed down to some other function where it is invoked.
We do not analyze a subject's dependencies, such as libraries, to find callbacks 5 . The only time we analyze external libraries is when a subject system calls into a library and passes a function as an argument. In this case our analysis check whether the passed function is invoked as a callback in the library code.
We also study whether callback usage patterns are different between server-side and client-side JavaScript code. Categorizing the projects known as purely client-side (MVC frameworks like Ember, Angular) or purely server-side (NPM modules) is easy. But, some projects contain both server-side and clientside JavaScript code. To distinguish client-side code from server-side code, we use the project directory structure. We assume that client-side code is stored in a directory named www, public, static, or client. We also identify client-side code through developer code annotations (e.g., /* jshint browser:true, jquery:true */). For example, consider the code in Listing 4. To check if the getRecord() function invocation in line 11 takes a callback, we analyze its definition in line 1. We find that there is a path from the start of getRecord() to the callback invocation (which happens to be the logStuff argument provided to the getRecord() invocation). The path is:
Therefore, logStuff() is a callback function because it is passed as a function argument and it is invoked in that function. This makes getRecord() a callback-accepting function.
We label a callsite as callback-accepting if it corresponds to (1) a function that we determine to be callback-accepting, as described above, or (2) a function known a-priori to be callback-accepting (e.g., setTimeout()). The getRecord callsite in line 11 is callback-accepting because the function getRecord was determined to be callback-accepting. Callback usage in practice (RQ2). Developers use callbacks in different ways. Some of these are known to be problematic [26] for comprehension and maintenance (e.g., see section II). We characterize callback usage in three ways: we compute (1) the percentage of callbacks that are anonymous versus named, (2) the percentage of callbacks that are asynchronous, and (3) the callback nesting depth.
Anonymous versus named callbacks. If a function callsite is identified as callback-accepting, and an anonymous function expression is used as an argument, we call it an instance of an anonymous callback.
Asynchronous callbacks. A callback passed into a function can be deferred and invoked at a later time. This deferral happens through known system APIs, which deal with the task queue in common browsers and Node.js environments. Our analysis detects a variety of APIs, including DOM events, network calls, timers, and I/O. Table II lists examples of these asynchronous APIs. For each function definition, if a callback argument is passed into a known deferring function call, we label this callback as asynchronous.
Callback nesting. The number of callbacks nested inside one after the other is defined as the callback depth. According to this definition, Listing 1 has a callback depth of three because of callbacks at lines 2, 3, and 5.
In cases where there are multiple instances of nested callbacks in a function, we count the maximum depth of nesting, including nesting in conditional branches. This underapproximates callback nesting. For example, Listing 5 shows an example code snippet from an open source application 6 . There are two sets of nested callbacks in this example, namely, at Lines 1, 4, 5 (depth of three) and a second set at Lines 1, 12, 13, 15 (depth of four). Our analysis computes the maximum nesting depth for this function, which is four. Handling callbacks (RQ3). There are a number of solutions to help with the complexities associated with callbacks. We consider three well-known solutions: (1) the prevalence of the error-first callback convention, (2) the prevalence and usage of Async.js [21] , a popular control flow library, and (3) the prevalence of Promises [6] , a recent language extension, which provides an alternative to using callbacks. For each solution, we characterize its usage -are developers using the solution and to what extent. Error-first callbacks. To detect error-first callbacks (see section II) we use a heuristic. We check if the first parameter p of a function f definition has the name 'error' or 'err'. Then, we check if f 's callsites also contain 'error' or 'err' as their first argument. Thus, our analysis counts the percentage of function definitions that accept an error as the first argument, as well as the percentage of function callsites that are invoked with an error passed as the first argument.
Async.js. If a subject system has a dependency on Async.js (e.g., in their package.json), we count all invocations of the Async.js APIs in the subject's code.
Promises. We count instances of Promise creation and consumption for each subject system. If a new expression returns a Promise object (e.g., new Promise()), it is counted as a Promise creation. Invocations of the then() method on a Promise object are counted as Promise consumptionthis method is used to attach callbacks to a promise. These callbacks are then invoked when a promise changes its state (i.e., evaluates to success or an error).
IV. RESULTS

A. Prevalence of Callbacks (RQ1)
In the subject systems that we studied, on average, 10% of all function definitions and 19% of all function callsites were callback-accepting. Figure 2 depicts the percentage of callback-accepting function definitions and callsites, per category of systems (Table I) , and in aggregate. The figure also shows how these are distributed across client-side and serverside, indicating that server-side code generally contains more functions that take callbacks than client-side code. Implications. Callbacks are utilized across all subject categories we considered. Some categories contain a higher degree of callback usage. For example, the web applications category contained a higher fraction of both callback-accepting function definitions and invocations of such functions. The intercategory differences in callback usage were not large, however, and we believe that these differences can be ascribed to the fact that some categories contain more server-side code than others. We believe the more extensive usage of callbacks in serverside code can be attributed to the continuation-passing-style of programming that was advocated in the Node.js community from its inception.
B. Callback Usage -Asynchronous Callbacks (RQ2)
As a reminder, an asynchronous callback is a callback that is eventually passed to an asynchronous API call like setTimeout() (see subsection III-B for more details). Figure 3 shows the prevalence of asynchronous callback accepting function callsites. Across all applications there was a median of 56% and a mean of 56% of callsites with asynchronous callbacks. The figure also partitions the data into the client-side and server-side categories. We find that usage of asynchronous callbacks is higher in client-side code. Of all callsites in client-side code, 72% were asynchronous. On the server-side, asynchronous callbacks usage is 55% on average.
Finding 3: More than half of all callbacks are asynchronous. Asynchronous callbacks, on average, appear more frequently in client-side code (72%) than server-side code (55%).
Implications. The extensive use of asynchrony in the subjects we studied indicates that program analyses techniques that ignore the presence of asynchrony are inapplicable and may lead to poor results. Analyses of JavaScript must account for asynchrony. The extensive use of asynchronous scheduling paired with callbacks surprised us. The asynchronous programming style significantly complicates program control flow and impedes program comprehension [8] . Yet there are few tools to help with this. We think that the problem of helping developers reason about large JavaScript code bases containing asynchronous callbacks, both on the client-side and the server-side, deserves more attention from the research community. Figure 4 shows the prevalence of anonymous callbackaccepting function callsites. The median percentage across the categories ranges from 23% to 48%, which is fairly high considering that anonymous callbacks are difficult to understand and maintain. Figure 4 also shows the same data partitioned between client-side and server-side code, and indicates that server-side code contains a slightly higher percentage of anonymous callbacks than client-side code. Implications. This finding indicates that in a large fraction of cases, a callback is used once (anonymously) and is never reused again. It seems that developers find anonymous callbacks useful in spite of the associated comprehension, debugging, and testing challenges. We think that this topic deserves further study -it is important to understand why developers use anonymous callbacks and prefer them over named callbacks. Possible reasons for using anonymous callbacks could be code brevity, or creating temporary local scopes (e.g., in closures). We also think that the high fraction of anonymous callbacks indicates that this popular language feature is here to stay. Therefore, it is worthwhile for the research community to invest time in developing tools that will support developers in handling anonymous callbacks. Figure 5 presents our results for the total number of instances of nested callbacks at each observed nesting level. We found that the majority of callbacks nest two levels deep. Figure 5 shows this unusual peak at nesting level of 2. We also found that callbacks are nested up to a depth of 8 (there were 29 instances of nesting at this level). In these extreme cases developers compose sequences of asynchronous callbacks with result values that flow from one callback into the next. These extreme nesting examples are available as part of our dataset [5] . Implications. As with anonymous and asynchronous callbacks, callback nesting taxes code readability and comprehension. We find that nesting is widely used in practice and note that developers lack tools to manage callback nesting. We believe that there is ample opportunity in this area for tool builders and software analysis experts. The number of instances decreases from level 1 to 8, except at level 2. Based on our investigation of numerous level 2 callback nesting examples, we believe that the peak at level 2 is due to a common JavaScript practice in which project code is surrounded with an anonymous function from an external library. This is used,
C. Callback Usage -Anonymous Callbacks (RQ2)
D. Callback Usage -Nested Callbacks (RQ2)
Listing 6. Example of a nested callback introduced by the wrapping $(document).ready() function from the jQuery library.
for example, for module exporting, loading, or to wait for the DOM to be fully loaded on the client-side. Due to the extra callback surrounding the project code, in these type of projects, callbacks begin nesting at level 2. Listing 6 lists an example of this kind of nesting with the $(document).ready() function (line 1) from the popular jQuery library. This function waits for the DOM to load. It increases the callback nesting in the rest of the code by 1 (e.g., the callback on line 2 has a nesting level of 2).
E. Solutions -Error-first Protocol (RQ3)
We found that 20% of all function definitions follow the error-first protocol. The median percentage across the categories ranges from 4% to 50%. The fraction of function definitions that adhere to the error-first protocol is almost twice as high in the server-side code (30%) than in the client-side code (16%). In addition, the error-first protocol was the most common solution among the three solutions we considered. For example, 73% (63 out of 86) NPM modules and 93% (15 out of 16) web applications had instances of the error-first protocol.
Finding 6: Overall, every 5 th function definition adheres to the error-first protocol. The error-first protocol is used twice as often in server-side code than in client-side code
Implications. Although we found that a non-trivial fraction of JavaScript functions rely on the error-first protocol, it remains an ad-hoc solution that is loosely applied. The relatively low and highly variable use of the error-first protocol means that developers must check adherence manually and cannot depend on APIs and libraries to enforce it. Such idiom-based strategies for handling exceptions are known to be error-prone in other languages, such as C [10] . It would be interesting to study if this is also the case for JavaScript functions that follow the error-first callback idiom.
F. Solutions -Async.js (RQ3)
To study Async.js, we considered subject systems that use this library. We found that only systems in the web applications and NPM modules categories used this library. Our results show that 9 of 16 (56%) web applications and just 9 of 85 (11%) NPM modules use the Async.js library to manage asynchronous control flow. Table III shows the top 10 used functions from the Async.js API (by number of callsites) for these two categories of subject systems.
This table indicates that the sets of functions used in the top 10 list are similar. But, there are notable differences: for example, nextTick was the most used Async.js method in web applications and just the 9 th most used method in NPM modules. The nextTick method in Async.js is used to delay the invocation of the callback until a later tick of the event loop, which allows other events to precede the execution of the callback. In Node.js code the nextTick is implemented using the process.nextTick() method in the runtime. In browsers this call is implemented using setImmediate(callback) or setTimeout(callback, 0). In this case Async.js provides a single interface for developers to achieve the same functionality in both client-side and server-side code.
In NPM modules parallel is the most widely used Async.js method (it is the 6 th most popular among web applications). This call is used to run an array of independent functions in parallel.
As a final example, the second-most used call in webapplications, queue, does not appear in the top ten calls used by NPM modules. The queue method functionality is similar to that of parallel, except that tasks can be added to the queue at a later time and the progress of tasks in the queue can be monitored.
We should note that because JavaScript is single-threaded, both the parallel and queue Async.js calls do not expose true parallelism. Here, parallel execution means that there may be points in time when two or more tasks have started, but have not yet completed.
There are significant differences between web applications and NPM modules in terms of the Async.js API usage. To characterize this difference, we first ranked the API functions according to the number of times they were used in web applications and NPM modules. Then we analyzed the difference between the ranks of each function in the two categories. For example, the rank of nextTick is 9 and 1 in the NPM modules and web applications, respectively, making the absolute difference 8. Overall, the rank differences had a mean of 6.2, a median of 5.5, and a variance of 23.8. This indicates that the Async.js library is used differently in these two categories of subject systems. Implications. Libraries, such as Async.js, provide one means of coping with the complexity of callbacks. However, because library solutions are not provided natively by the language runtime, the developer community can be divided on which library to use, especially as there are many alternatives (see section II). We think that the difference in Async.js API usage by developers of web applications (that include both clientside code and server-side code) and NPM modules (exclusively server-side code) indicates different underlying concerns around callbacks and their management. We think that this usage deserves further study and can inform the design of future libraries and proposals for language extensions [18] , [22] , [7] . Figure 6 shows box plots for the number of Promise creating instances using new Promise() constructs and Promise usage, e.g., then(), in the different subject categories, partitioned across client/server, and in total. It should be noted that not all application access a Promise through the new Promise() statement; some invoke library functions that return Promises.
G. Solutions -Promises (RQ3)
In aggregate, we found that 37 of 138 (27%) applications use Promises. They were predominantly used by client-side frameworks (75%), with a maximum of 513 usage instances (across all frameworks) and a standard deviation of 343 usage instances. In all the other subject systems, usage of Promises was rare, with a mean close to zero. There was one outlier, the bluebird NPM module 7 , that had 2,032 Promise usage instances. This module implements the Promises specification as a library. We therefore omit it from our results. Implications. Although Promises is a promising languagebased approach to resolving many of the challenges related to callbacks, such as nesting and error handling, we have not observed a significant uptake of Promises among the systems we studied. This could be because Promises is a relatively new addition to browsers and Node.js. It would be interesting to study how this adoption evolves and whether Promises lead to higher quality and more maintainable JavaScript code. Tools that automatically refactor callbacks into Promises would help developers to migrate existing large projects to use Promises.
V. THREATS TO VALIDITY
There are both internal and external threats to validity for our study. We overview these threats in this section.
Internal threats. Our analyses rely on some development conventions. The error-first callback analysis uses a naming heuristic: code adhering to the error-first protocol will name the first argument of a function as err or error. A threat is that we may be under-counting protocol adherence by missing cases where the protocol is followed but a different argument name is used. And, we may also be over-counting adherence, since an argument name does not necessarily mean that the code uses the protocol, or that it properly follows it. We also rely on directory naming conventions and use code annotations as hints to identify client-side and server-side code.
We decided to count features of callback usage in particular ways. For example, we count callback nesting by taking the maximum depth of callback nesting for a function. This can provide an under approximation of the number of instances of nested callbacks.
Our analyses are static. This limits the kinds of JavaScript behaviors that we can analyze. For example, we do not handle code in eval statements in our study.
External threats. Although we study over 5 million lines of JavaScript code, our sample might not be representative, in a number of ways. First, it comes from open source projects of a particular size and maturity. Second, we consider projects that use JavaScript and are primarily mono-lingual. For example, we do not consider projects that use JavaScript on the client-side and Java on the server-side. As a result, our findings may not generalize to other types of JavaScript projects. However, the subject systems in our study represent five different categories and as the first study of its kind, we believe our characterization study of JavaScript callback usage in practice is worthwhile, and hope that it will lead to other studies that consider a broader variety of subject systems.
All our empirical data and toolset are publicly available; since the subject systems are all open source, our study should be repeatable.
VI. RELATED WORK
Researchers have studied various aspects of the JavaScript language in real-world applications and callback-related issues are a recurrent discussion topic among developers [26] . However, to the best of our knowledge, there have been no empirical studies of callback usage in practice.
JavaScript applications. The dynamic behaviour of JavaScript applications was studied by Richards et al. [30] . They found that commonly made assumptions about dynamism in JavaScript are violated in at least some realworld code. A similar study was conducted by Martinsen et al. [20] . Richards et al. [29] studied the prevalence of eval. They found eval to be pervasive, and argued that in most usage scenarios, it could be replaced with equivalent and safer code or language extensions.
Ocariza et al. [25] conducted an empirical study to characterize root causes of client-side JavaScript bugs. Since this study, server-side JavaScript, on top of Node.js, has gained traction among developers. Our study considers callback usage in both client-and server-side JavaScript code.
Security vulnerabilities in JavaScript code have also been studied. Examples include studies on remote JavaScript inclusions [24] , [35] , cross-site scripting (XSS) [34] , and privacyviolating information flows [17] . Parallelism in JavaScript code was studied by Fortuna et al. [12] .
Milani Fard et al. [23] studied code smells in JavaScript code. In their list of JavaScript smells, they included nested callbacks, but only focus on callbacks in client-side code. Decofun [11] is a JavaScript function de-anonymizer. It parses the code and names any detected anonymous function according to its context. Brodu et al. [9] propose a compiler for converting nested callbacks, or an imbrication of continuations, into a sequence of Dues, which is a simpler version of Promises.
Asynchronous programming. Okur et al. [27] recently conducted a large-scale study on the usage of asynchronous programming in C# applications. They found that callback-based asynchronous idioms are heavily used, but new idioms that can take advantage of the async/await keywords are rarely used in practice. They have studied how developers (mis)use some of these new language constructs. Our study similarly covers the usage of callbacks and new language features such as Promises to enhance asynchronous programming. However, our work considers JavaScript code and delves deeper. For example, we characterize the usage of callback nesting and anonymous callbacks, which are known to cause maintenance problems. Concurrency bug detection. EventRacer [28] detects data races in JavaScript applications. Zheng et al. [36] propose a static analysis method for detecting concurrency bugs caused by asynchronous calls in web applications. Similarly, WAVE [16] is a tool for identifying concurrency bugs by looking for the same sequence of user events leading to different final DOM-trees of the application. Program comprehension. Clematis [8] is a technique for helping developers understand complex event-based and asynchronous interactions in JavaScript code by capturing lowlevel interactions and presenting those as higher-level behavioral models. Theseus [19] is an IDE extension that helps developers to navigate asynchronous and dynamic JavaScript execution. Theseus has some limitations; for example, it does not support named callbacks. Our study demonstrates that over half of all callbacks are named, indicating that many applications will be negatively impacted by similar limitations in existing tools.
VII. CONCLUSIONS All modern JavaScript applications that handle and respond to events use callbacks. However, developers are frequently frustrated by "callback hell" -the comprehension and maintainability challenges associated with nested, anonymous callbacks and asynchronous callback scheduling. This paper presents an empirical study of callbacks usage in practice. We study over 5 million lines of JavaScript code in 138 subject systems that span a variety of categories. We report on the prevalence of callbacks, their usage, and the prevalence of solutions that help to manage the complexity associated with callbacks. We hope that our study will inform the design of future JavaScript analysis and code comprehension tools. Our analysis [4] and empirical results [5] are available online.
